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Let A be the category of C”-manifolds,
and let T: A_*J be the tangent
functor assigning to each manifold its tangent bundle. The tangent functor
category is the category whose objects are the iterated tangent functors
T” : A-+ J, n 2 0, and whose morphisms are the natural transformations.
This
tangent functor category was studied in Swierczkowski (1974). One of his
results was that the tangent functor category is exactly the same as the one
described by having the functors T”: A-Sets assigning to a manifold the set
of points of its nth iterated tangent bundle, and natural transformations
as
morphisms. In other words,
(1) if A : T” 4 T”’ is a natural transformation whose components AM are
a priori given as arbitrary functions AM: T”(M)+Tm(M),
then it follows that
all AM are smooth maps.
We will denote this category of functors T”: A-+Sets by E The main result
of Swierczkowski was an explicit description of Hom,(T”, Tm):
(2) a morphism T” --i T’ corresponds uniquely to an n-tuple of finite
families A’= {a&jH of real numbers, indexed by the nonempty subsets
Hc{l,...,
r}, which satisfy the following condition for every i= 1, . . . . n: For
every nonempty NC { 1, . . . , r} , the sum
C {a&, .a$3

is the d isjoint union of Hi and Hz, HI #0#H2}

is zero.
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From this ‘classification theorem’ a number of corollaries were derived: (3) the
‘coproduct theorem’ telling us that T” is the coproduct of n copies of Tin the
tangent functor category, (4) the fact that there is only one monad on the
category J of manifolds having T as underlying functor, and (5) the observation that the group Autr(T”, T”) of isomorphisms from T” to T” is a Liegroup.
Now if there were a manifold D such that T”:J-Sets
was of the form
T”(M) = &(D”,M) = the set of smooth maps from D” to iJ4, then by the
Yoneda lemma Y(TT”, Tm)z~(Dm,Dn),
so the problem of classifying
YiiT”, Tm) would be reduced to the analysis of smooth maps Dm+Dn. (Note
that results (1) and (3) would then be immediate.)
Unfortunately,
there is no such manifold D in J. In other words, the
category 1 is too small for the study of the tangent functor category. This lack
of elbowroom in & corresponds precisely to the fact that J does not have the
right pullbacks in general (only transversal ones are good). The point that we
want to make in this note is that by adjoining finite inverse limits we can enlarge
JZ to a bigger category, called 4 without changing the tangent functor
category; i.e. r can equivalently be described as the category of functors
T”: g+Sets and natural transformations
between them. This bigger category
<“indeed contains such an object D with the property that
T"= F(D", -):

F+Sets,

and the Yoneda lemma now makes the results (l)-(4) mentioned above completely trivial. The result (5) saying that each group Aut,(T”, T”) is a Liegroup is proved by modifying the classification theorem (2) above so as to get
a matrix representation of Autr(T”, T"). This is a purely combinatorial
argument which is insensitive to the passage from J to JE So as far as the proof
of (5) is concerned, we have nothing to add to Swierczkowski’s argument.
However, a more general result can in fact be proved in a very simple way, as
will be pointed out in the concluding remarks.
We will now first describe this finite inverse limit completion yof J and
show that the tangent functor category remains the same; the results (l)-(4) will
then follow immediately.
yis the opposite category of the category (C”-rings)f, of finitely presented
P-rings,
described in Dubuc (1981), Moerdijk and Reyes (1983), and elsewhere. We repeat its definition here. A C”-ring is an m-algebra A in which one
can interpret all smooth maps IR”+lRm (n, m 10) (not just all polynomials, as
in the definition of an iI?-algebra),$ej for each smooth f: IR”+ IR” there is an
(IR-algebra) homomorphism
An ------+ Am, and this assignment f I-+ Acf)
respects composition and identity maps. A homomorphism A --% B of Cmrings is a ring-homomorphism
which commutes with this assignment, i.e.
p”oAcf) = Bcf)op”. The free C”-ring on n generators is the ring C”(lR”) of
smooth functions [R”+lR. A C--ring A is finitely presented if it is of the form
A = C”(fR”)/I for a finitely generated ideal I. A homomorphism C”(lR”)/l450

-+C~(lR”)/J corresponds to an equivalence class of smooth maps R -% R”
with the property that 1~ v,*(J) = (fl fou, E J}, two such maps q and p’ being
equivalent if for each projection 7tk: IV -m, ~k”~==ko$?’ mod J. If A iS a
finitely presented Cm-ring, its ‘geometric’ dual, which is an object of $ is
denoted by A.
With every manifold M we can associate the C--ring C”(M) of smooth
functions M+ R, and for a smooth f :M-+N we have a Cm-ring homomorphism ‘compose with f’ : C”(N)+C”(M).
This defines a (contravariant)
functor from manifolds to Cm-rings. Now every C”-ring of this form C”(M)
is finitely presented. Indeed, if M= U is open c IR”, then C”(U) = C (IR” x R)/
Cy.x&x) - l), where xc ‘(0) = IR” \ U. But every manifold M is a retract of an
open UC_ fR”, by the s-Neighbourhood
Theorem, (Guillemin and Pollack
(1974), p. 69-70), and retracts of finitely presented rings are finitely presented.
Thus we obtain a full embedding functor

and we will just write M for CQ(M)E 5
Note that Y-has finite inverse limits. For example, products are described by
C”(l?)/lx

C”(I-Rm)/J= C”(R” x F)/(l,

J)

where (1, J) is the ideal generated by lorcl U Joz2. Also observe that each
object A of $ A = Cm(lRn)/Cfi, . . ..f.), is the equalizer of
cfl>...7f,,
--c cm)--,

cymq,

so it is clear that Yis obtained from JZ by adjoining finite limits.
The specific object D of Bthat we want to consider is the dual of the Cmring C”(lR)/(x2). By Hadamard’s lemma, it is easily seen that maps D-+M in
Ycorrespond to points on the tangent bundle TM of M. In fact, we can define
the tangent bundle T(A) of any object A of % A = C”(K?“)/I, by

(where a point of R” x IR’ is written as (.x,,u)). The ‘function-space’ notation
AD is justified, since if B is another object of g there is a unique ‘exponential’
correspondence between maps &AD
and maps Bx D-A
in z again by
Hadamard’s lemma. (Indeed, if A is as above and B= C”(P”)/J,
maps
%+A D are represented by smooth p(z) : Rm-+lR” x R”, and maps B x D-A by
smooth I,M(Z,x) : lRmx R-+ IR”, and the correspondence is given by t&,x) =
= rri &z) +x. 7c2$7(z), &z) = ( I&Z, 0), x. (aw/&)(z, 0) >, modulo the ideals involved.)
A point of an object A is a map 1+A in E where 1 is the onepoint manifold
(= Cm@?‘)), and we denote the set of points of A by pt(A). (So if M is a
manifold, pt(A4) is the underlying set of M.) Thus the functor
pto T: $-+Sets
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assigning to each P-ring A the set of points of T(A) extends the tangent
functor T: A--+Sets. But pto T: g+Sets is the functor
Horn&D,

- ) : g-+ Sets

by exponential correspondence.
Similarly, T” : A-+ Sets is extended by
Horn/@“,
-): 9QSets. Now if A is a natural transformation
pto T” i
--;pto T”‘, where pto T”, pto Tm: d+Sets, it is not hard to see that L has a
unique extension to a natural transformation
of the extensions pto T”
pto T”: y+Sets, essentially since every object of ,P-is an equalizer of manifolds, as remarked above. But by the Yoneda lemma, a natural transformation
A:HomF(D”,
-)-+Hom,(P,
-) corresponds uniquely to a map P-+D”
in 5 Thus we have proved:
The tangent jiinctor category may equivalently be described as the
dual of the full subcategory of Bwhose objects are the ‘infinitesimal manifolds’
D”: the object T” of the former corresponds to the object D” of the latter,
and natural transformations T” --j Tm correspond to R-maps D”-+D”.
THEOREM.

Now the results (l)-(4) above follow easily. For (1) we note that if a natural
transformation
A: T”a
T”’ comes from a map p:D”+D”
in g its components AM: Tn(M)-+Tm(M),
i.e. MD”-+MDm come from ‘composition with
p’ by the exponential correspondence, i.e. are maps in E hence smooth. The
coproduct theorem (3) is trivial, now. The classification theorem (2) is an
immediate application of Hadamard’s lemma: a map Dm+Dn is an n-tuple of
maps p:D”+D,
i.e.
qxC”(lRm)/(x;,

. . ..xj+-c(R)/(y2)

which are represented by smooth q: lRm+lR. Now apply Hadamard
yl(Xl, **., Xm)=P(O, ***9 o)+xl

$

and write

(xl,...,xm)+X~W(Xl,.~.,Xm),
1

so v, is equivalent to @)) +x1 (c3~/8x,). Repeating this application of Hadamard for the other variables yields that the class of v, is determined by a@= &))
together with all iterated partial derivatives at 0 without repetitions,
aH=

$$

(0)

=

ax.

“ax,

II”’

(Cl), where H= {il, . . . . ik} C { 1, . . . . m}.
lk

So v, is equivalent to the map I$ : lRm+ II? defined by
(Xl, *-*, Xm) +

CH~{i,...,mjaff-

IIj,ffXi.

(In fact, every map p : D”-+m
has a unique representation by a 4 : mm+ iR
of this form.) Let us now look at the defining condition that p, or @, be a map
of 9 (this condition does not depend on the representant of an equivalence
class):
if f :lR+lRE(y2)
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then also fo@e(xT,...,x$).

Equivalently,

that e2 E (x:, . . . . xi). But modulo (XT, . . . . x,$ e2 is the function

(x1, ea.9&J I--, c bH, ‘a&’ fli,H,UH,xilH1,

H2 disjoint

C (l,...,m}}

which must therefore be the zerofunction. So by fixing Hc { 1, . . . . m) and
choosing Xi=0 if ic$H, Xi= 1 if iEH, we find that C {aH;aH,lHl, H2 disjoint,
HI U H2 = H} = 0, which is precisely the classification theorem (2), provided we
consider the condition a@= 0 separately, and note the fact that a map P+D”
is an n-tuple of such maps p:P-*D.
Finally, let us look at result (4). A
monad on T consists of two maps ,u: T2 + T and q : To = Id-+ T in the tangent
functor category, such that ,uo Tp =,uo,uT and ~0 Tq = Id =,uoqT; or equivalently, two maps ,u:D-+D2 and q:D--+l in Y such that these two diagrams
commute

D2 -D

3
1XP

But there is only one such q, and 1 x q, q x 1 are the projections, so from the
second diagram p must be the diagonal map. And indeed, this makes the first
diagram commute as well.
CONCLUDING

REMARKS

(i) We could also have enlarged J by a category bigger than g for example,
by adjoining arbitrary intersections so as to obtain duals of Cm-rings
C”(lR”)/1 where I is now an arbitrary ideal. The full embedding of J into this
category, call it F’, is then more easily described: a manifold MC IR” corresponds to the dual of Cm(lR”)/z(M),
z(M) being the ideal of functions
vanishing on M. This bigger category contains all the duals @of Weil-algebras
W (so in particular, all the jets of Ehresmann), and an analogous description
of the category of natural transformations T$-+ T$ can be given, where Tp is
the functor assigning to a manifold M the bundle Mw. (Such generalizations
of the tangent bundle are called prolongations, and were introduced in Weil
(1953).) The group of automorphisms of the iterated prolongation functor T$,
can be analysed in a similar way as that of the iterated tangent functor T”, and
one can conclude that

(1)

Aut( T;) = Aut( p’“) .

A. Kock pointed out to us that this group (1) is also a Lie-group. Indeed, going
back to the original We&algebra W, we have to show that Aut( W@ R.. . OR W)
is a Lie-group (n-fold tensor product).
Suppose in general that r is a bilinear map R” x IT?“-+IR” with n x n2-matrix
$, and let P’ -% IR” be a linear map with n x n-matrix a$‘. Then A is a
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homomorphism

w.r.t. the binary operation r if for all i, j and 1,

In particular, if r provides iR” with a Weil-algebra structure with unit
el =(l,O, . . . . 0), then the group of automorphisms of this We&algebra - call
it W - is the subgroup of GL(n, lR) carved out by the equations (2) and the
additional equation oi = 6ii (Krdnecker 6). Consequently, this group Aut( W)
is a Lie-group (by the well-known fact that any subgroup of GL(n, IR) carved
out by equations in the n2 entries is a submanifold, so in particular a Lieiww) .
Exactly the same argument applies to Aut( W@ m.. . OR W).
(ii) We should note here that categories of generalized manifolds like Fand
9’ described above are not new. In fact, it precisely such extensions of the
category of manifolds that are systematically studied in synthetic differential
geometry (see Kock (1981) and references cited there).
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